Supplementary Methods

Calmodulin pulldown analysis
Calmodulin pulldowns were carried out as described previously (Lee et al., 2004) . Briefly, 50ml YPD cultures were grown to mid-log phase and the cells were harvested. The cells were then resuspended in 500ul of Calmodulin Binding Buffer (Lee et al., 2004) an lyzed using glass beads for 15 minutes at 4C. The cells were then transferred to a clean Eppendorf tube and the extract was clarified by centrifuging at 14K xg for 15'. Protein concentration was read using Bradford reagent and 2mg of protein extract was used per pulldown. 25ul of washed calmodulin beads was added to each pulldown and incubated with rotation overnight at 4C. The beads were then washed 5 X with CBB300 and then eluted by boiling in 2X SDS sample buffer and run on a 4-12% acrylamide gradient gel (Invitrogen). The gel was transferred to PVDF membrane, blocked and probed with an antibody to Ada3 (which also detects the TAP tag of the pulled down protein). The bands were visualized with ECL+ reagent using a Typhoon scanner.
Fluorescence based HAT assays
Histone acetyltransferase assays were carried out as previously described (Eberharter et al., 1998) . Briefly, 0.82ug of isolated HeLa core histones of 1ug of HeLa nucleosomes were incubated at 30C for 45 minutes with the various HAT complexes in a final volume of 30 microliters. For fluorgraphy, 15 microliters of each sample were loaded on a 15% SDS-PAGE gel, run for 90 minutes, treated with EN3HANCE (Perkin Elmer) and subsequently dried and exposed to film. The other 15 microliters was spotted on P81 whatman paper, washed, dried and counted using scintillation counter. Equal amounts of enzyme complexes were used for each reaction as assessed by silver stain.
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Contaminant extraction in the wild-type dataset
To ensure the specificity of the prey subunits (pulled-down proteins) in each of the baits we compared the dNSAF value of each prey in every purification with the corresponding dNSAF value in the negative control. If the dNSAF value in the purification was at least two-fold higher than the dNSAF in the mock control, the protein was considered specific to that particular purification. Non-specific protein values were replaced with 0 for following analysis. In addition, we also controlled for proteins known to consistently show up in TAP purifications. We therefore also removed proteins from the dataset that were considered as contaminants in the large scale TAP purification studies performed by Krogan et al., who defined those proteins as contaminants that appeared in greater than 3% of all TAP purifications performed (Krogan et al., 2006) . A total of 348 proteins remained after this preprocessing procedure (Supplementary Table 3 ).
Reproducibility
In order obtain a high reliance on our conclusions we performed replicates on several wild-type and deletion strain purifications. In total we performed 33 replicates corresponding to 12 different baits ( Figures 2B, 2C, Supplementary Figure 1) . To measure the reproducibility of the wild-type APMS experiments, we selected subunits from each of the four modules (Spt7, Sgf29, Gcn5, Ahc1/2, Sus1, and Taf5). In the case of the deletion purifications, we only chose deletions from the HAT, DUB, and SA_SPT modules (Ada2, Spt20, and Ubp8), since strains lacking any of the TAF genes are not viable and therefore cannot be used for analysis. However, to compensate we used two TAF proteins (Taf5 and Taf9) as TAP in combination with selected deleted subunits for assessing the reproducibility. We also calculated and represented the standard deviations for all baits for which at least three replicates were performed (see Supplementary Figure 1A -H).
Hierarchical clustering. In both datasets, wild-type and deletion, relative protein abundances represented as dNSAF values of the 21 subunits of the SAGA/ADA complexes were clustered employing the Pearson correlation as a distance metric and WARD as a method using PermutMatrix software (Meunier et al., 2007; Sardiu et al., 2009a) . The cluster result of the deletion purifications ( Figure 2A ) was superior to the wild-type clustering result ( Figure 1B) since it separated the subunits into four different modules (i.e. HAT/Core, DUB, SA_SPT, SA_TAF). In order to verify the robustness of this result, we not only included the SAGA/ADA specific proteins for the cluster analysis of the deletion strain purifications, but also introduced all additional pulled-down proteins that showed to be specific in the wild-type purifications. Out of 348 proteins specific in the wild-type data only 204 proteins were detected in the deletion dataset. After clustering these 204 proteins based on their dNSAF values (Supplementary Table   6 ), the subunits of the SAGA/ADA complexes still separated into four different modules (Supplementary Figure 4) . In addition, it can also be observed that all proteins that are specific to the TFIID complex are in close proximity to the proteins of the SA_TAF module, indicating a correct separation since the subunits of the SA_TAF are also shared by the TFIID complex.
Probabilistic analysis of the deletion network. The probability between each prey protein and the bait-TAP protein in a deletion subunit were calculated based on the frequency Bayes' theorem as described before (Sardiu et al., 2008; Sardiu et al., 2009b) . Basically, the spectral counts of the observed dataset were transformed into probabilities in which the numerator is the product of a likelihood and a prior probability and that the denominator is just the sum of all of the numerators. For the calculation of our posterior probabilities we choose a prior probability based on a subjective assessment, which is 1/N, where N is the number of proteins in the SAGA/ADA complex. The resulting probability values are in an interval between 0.000965 and 1.5. In order to separate the probabilities into different groups, we plotted the distribution of the posterior probabilities obtained from each prey-bait in a linear-log scale (Supplementary Figure   5 ). As it can be observed in the figure, the distribution exhibits two breaking points. We used these points to divide the prey-bait pairs into high-probability (above the first break point), medium-probability (in between the two breaking points) and low-probability (below the second break point) groups. Therefore, high probabilities were assigned to protein pairs with a P-value greater than 0.09, a medium probability to pairs with a P-value lower than 0.09 and greater or equal to 0.02, and a low probability to pairs with a P-value lower than 0.02. This categorization allowed us to capture the highest and the lowest posterior probabilities that correspond to preys which after deletion are still highly connected with a bait and preys that were strongly affected by the deletion respectively.
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Supplemental Table 1 This table contains the protein names, spectra names, scoring information, sequence information, and summary information for all peptides identified in the protein complexes analyses from deletion strains. Table 5 Table 7 : The location of the different subunits of the SAGA/ADA complexes within the distinct modules. This table contains the module defined in previous studies, the subunits assigned in previous studies, the literature support of this, the module definition in our study, and the subunits assigned in our study in order to compare previous results with our refined complex architecture.
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Supplemental Table 8. List of probabilities between each bait and prey in all complexes.
This table contains in (A) the list of probabilities between each bait and prey in wild-type Gcn5 HAT complexes and (B) the list of probabilities between each bait and prey in a deletion Gcn5 HAT complexes. Ada3  GCN5  SGF29  ADA2  AHC2  YLR446W  UBR1  TDH1  FBA1  KAR2  AHC1  RPS31  CLC1  SNU13  ADH1  CCZ1  CBF5  TRA1  Ada1  SPT20  SPT3  SPT7  SPT8  CNA1  SGF73  UBP8  SUS1  SGF11  UBP12  PDR1  TSA1  HSP26  NPL3  CCT8  CCT3  HHT2  CCT5  HSF1  NUP57  SEC1  PAA1  YNL208W  MYO1  CHA1  YAP1  YDL073W  TRM1  CMP2  GCD11  CMK1  RSC8  MRL1  MSN4  GAC1  UTP22  RPS21A  ILV5  YGR130C  BUD14  BRX1  TDH2  RPT5  PSK1  STE12  YGR250C  DIG1  SSC1  CDC48  SCJ1  MDJ1  PRS1  TFP1  RPC40  CHC1  PFK2  REG1  RVB1  RVB2  NSP1  CAP1  TUB2  RTN1  RPN2  GFA1  URA7  YEF3  SPT5  RPN1  GRS1  ATP7  PRE5  YBR139W  RRP15  NOP58  TIM44  MYO2  SUP45  SUP35  ARP2  TIF1  SRV2  MPD2  NAP1  SAP185  SAN1  SAP190  YEL007W  CMD1  SPT16  TIM13  BMH2  SNF5  RPT3  VMA8  SEC18  SWI3  MAK21  HSC82  EFT1  SEC27  RPO21  RPB2  DIT1  YLR157C-B  YGR027W-B  RPT2  KRE33  GCD7  COP1  CDC31  FAA4  PRP43  MAE1  RPA190  TYW1  ARC1  IDH1  RPT6  YBL104C  ARO1  SEC26  ILV3  NUM1  TIF4631  TRP5  IKI3  FRS2  BEM2  SFI1  ASC1  MCM6  NEW1  SSA3  SSZ1  DBP2  HSP42  CCT6  GLE2  TAF14  MRPL22  TIF6  HSP60  CCT4  CCT7  TCP1  CCT2  TAF5  TAF6  TAF12  TAF9  TAF10  MTG1  RPP0  RPP1B  TAF3  TAF1  TAF4  TAF7  TAF11  TAF2  TAF13  TAF8  HAL9  SPT15  RPP2A  RPL12A  RPL20A  RPP1A  ECM22  RPL1A  CLA4  FAS1  TIF34  HTA2  RVS161  ADR1  NIP1  CYR1  MEC1  RPB5  APM3  MRC1  PPN1  RPS30B  SRP1  NUP2  CDC33  RPL2A  NOP7  NET1  PUF6  FPR4  GCD1  GGA2  YPL009C  ACC1  PIL1  ERB1  POL5  DED81  GCD6  GAR1  VPS1  TEF4  NOG1  LPD1  RPP2B  RPL30  SUB2  POR1  SUI2  CLU1  NSR1 Spt7-SGF29Δ Spt7-Gcn5
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